
DPCD 
DPCD ® Trademark (DPCD) is a member of eBay's VeRO program. DPCD strictly enforces 
its intellectual property rights, including but not limited to its trademarks, service marks, and 
copyrights. 

This intellectual property is utilized in connection with, but not limited to, providing Goods 
and Services of Vehicles and Products for locomotion by land, air or water. This includes, 
but is not limited to: Metal parts for vehicles, namely, automotive exterior and interior metal 
decorative and protective trim; Badges for vehicles; Insignia for vehicles; Automotive hood 
ornaments; Vehicle hoods; Vehicle hood and fender louvers and vents; Auto aftermarket 
accessories, namely, vehicle custom grills; Automobile bumper guards; Automobile 
bumpers; Nerf bars for vehicles; Body panels for trucks or SUVs; Tail gates for trucks or 
SUVs; Structural repair parts for trucks, trailers, and other motor vehicles; Land vehicle 
parts, namely, fenders and running boards; Steps for attachment to land vehicles; 
Bodyworks for motor vehicles; Dashboards; Sun shields and visors for motor cars; vehicle 
parts, namely, windshield wipers; Gear lever knobs for vehicles; Vehicle seats; motor car 
doors; door panels for land vehicles; automobile door handles; Mirrors for vehicles, namely, 
interior rear view, side view and exterior mirrors; Horns for vehicles; Steering wheels for 
vehicles; Steering units for land vehicles and parts thereof; Steering boot kits for use with 
land vehicles; Steering and suspension systems and parts for steering and suspension 
systems for vehicles, namely, upper ball joints, lower ball joints, ball joints with control arms, 
bushing kits, inner tie rod ends, outer tie rod ends, sleeves, idler arms, center links, 
stabilizer kits, inner sockets and pitman arms; Land vehicle suspension parts, namely, leaf 
springs; Automobile suspension system components, namely, spring perches; Crankcases 
for components for motor cars other than for engines; Transmission cases for land vehicles; 
Land vehicle transmissions and replacement parts thereof; Speed change gears for land 
vehicles; gears for vehicles; Drive shafts for land vehicles; Shaft couplings for land vehicles; 
Clutches for land vehicles; Clutch linings for land vehicles; Automotive engine mounts; 
Internal combustion engines for land vehicles; Land vehicle parts, namely, drive gears; 
Land vehicle parts, namely, differentials and wheels; Lug nuts for vehicle wheels; 
Automobile spare wheel holders; Spare tire covers; Wheel bearings for land vehicles; 
Vehicle wheel hub assemblies; Spindles for land vehicles; hub caps; Vehicle tire valve stem 
caps; Handbrake knobs for vehicles; Braking systems for vehicles and parts thereof; Brake 
cylinders; Brake cylinder repair kits sold as a unit for land vehicles; Brake drums for land 
vehicles; Axle bearings for land vehicles; Axles and cardan shaft for motor vehicles; 
Universal joints for land vehicles; Gas caps for land vehicles; License plate holders; License 
plate frames; License plate fasteners; Directional signals for vehicles. 

DPCD does not permit or authorize the use of any of its intellectual property on eBay; nor 
does DPCD permit other Sellers to trade under the DPCD trademark. Trademarks and 
service marks are protected under United States and international trademark laws. Any use 
of the DPCD trademark(s) or service mark(s) without the express written permission of 
DPCD is subject to prosecution for trademark infringement. Similarly, textual, photographic 
and audiovisual works produced and published by DPCD or its licensees in any format are 
protected under United States and international copyright laws. Any production, copying, 
distribution, or display of copyrighted materials owned by DPCD without the express written 
permission of DPCD is subject to prosecution for copyright infringement. Note that the 



manufacture, distribution, and/or sale of counterfeit DPCD merchandise is illegal and 
subject to criminal prosecution. DPCD regularly monitors the Internet, including auction 
sites, in order to protect its intellectual property rights. Unauthorized uses of DPCD's 
intellectual property will result in eBay's notification of such use and the possible removal of 
the auction. 
 


